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Imperia 

• Imperia model comes with 3 different Variants & 2 SKU's
1. Imperia RO+UV+UF with Mineralizer
2. Imperia RO+UV
3. Imperia RO  
                                  Black & Silver                              White & Silver



 Features :
• RO + UF + UV + Mineralizer Technology
• 8-Stage purification (including Mineraliser)
• Compact size
• ATB (Aqua Taste Booster)
• Mineralizer Filter
• Filter Change & UV Fail Alert

Indicators :
1. Power On: Glows blue when the unit is ON.
2. Purification On: Glows blue when the purification process is ON.
3. Tank Full: Glows blue when the storage tank is full.
4. Filter Change Alert: The LED glows red when the filter requires 

replacement.
5. UV Fail Alert: The LED Glows red when the UV lamp stops
functioning and requires replacement.
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Product Specification & Features



Model Name Imperia

Model Number IM5BSAM01 / IM5WSAM01 IM4BSAM01 / IM4WSAM01 IM3BSAM01 / IM3WSAM01

Purification Technology RO+UV+UF RO+UV RO

Net Weight 9.5 Kg 9.25 Kg 9 Kg

Power consumption 36 W 36 W 30 W

Product dimensions(mm) 361(W) X 234(D) X 475(H)

Specification

Sl. No. Input/Feed water characteristics: 

1 Applicable input water TDS (in PPM) up to 2000 ppm

2 Applicable input water hardness (mg/L) 300 ppm

3  Applicable input water temperature 4-38℃

4 Applicable water pressure (PSI) 4 ~ 40

5 Applicable pH 5.8~8.5
6 Applicable voltage supply AC 230V / 50Hz



Treatment Train Flow Diagram



Treatment Train Specification
Sr No Particulars Specifications

1 External SF

Suitable Pressure : 40~60 Psi   
Size : 10" L & Diameter of Filter Pore: 10 Micron
Media Material : PP Melt Blown
Life : Approx. 3000 Liters

2 Sediment Filter

Suitable Pressure : 40~60 Psi
Size : 10" L & Diameter of Filter Pore: 5 Micron
Media Material : PP 
Life : Approx. 3000 Liters

3 Pre-Carbon Filter+Anti scallant Balls

Suitable Pressure : 40~60 Psi
Size : 10" L
Media Material : GAC with anti scallant balls
Life : Approx. 3000 Liters

4 RO Membrane

Suitable Pressure :  Psi
Brand : Dow BW60
Capacity :75 GPD
Life : Approx. 8000 Liters / 1 year

5 UF Membrane

Suitable Pressure :  up to 4Psi
Size : 4" L & Diameter of Filter Pore: 0.01 Micron
Media Material : 
Life :  Approx. 5000 Liters

6 UV
UV Lamp Wattage : 4 W 
Brand : Philips & Size : 6" L
Life : Approx. 6000 Hrs of burning.

7 Post carbon Filter with ATB

Suitable Pressure : 40~60 Psi
Size : 10" L
Media Material : GAC with ATB & pH enhancing balls.
Life : Approx. 3000 Liters

8 Mineral Cartridge
Size : 4" L
Media Material : Mineral balls
Life : Approx. 6000 Liters

* Above mentioned Filter cartridge life are tentative and are subjected to input/feed water quality



Electrical Wiring Diagram



Installation

• Pre Installation Requisites:

1.  Identify the proper and adequate place to install the purifier.
2.  Check the input water pressure & Power Supply.

• There are Two main Parts in the installation of the Device.

Part I. Assemble the filters and housings onto the main system

Part II. Installing the system

PART I. ASSEMBLE THE FILTERS AND HOUSINGS ONTO THE MAIN SYSTEM   :

1. Remove plastic wrappings on the Filter/Membrane filters, put the Membrane into 
the housings and assemble the housings onto the main system as follow:

2. See Fig. Stand the housings upright. Make sure each housing has a rubber O-ring in 
its groove. Put Membrane/Filter into the housing.

3. Hand twist the housing onto the main system turning counterclockwise. Use the 
wrench provided to completely tighten the housing.
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PART II. Installing the System

1. Connect the source water valve and the water inlet with a tube.
2. Connect another tube to the drain hole of the unit and then run the other end of the drain
tube into the drainage.
3. Wall mount your unit or place it on the decided floor space.
4. Connect the power cord of the voltage rating that matches with that on the rating plate.
5. Filter flushing
The Filters must be flushed initially in the beginning before proceeding to use the Unit/Device for consumption/usage.
Flushing need to be done on  External SF, Pre Carbon Filter ,Sediment Filter & Post Carbon Filter.
Steps to Flush the Filter Cartridges:
➢  Connect  source water to External SF input and flush for 5-10 minutes.Then connect to the purifier.
➢  Remove the back cover of the device.
➢  Identify the particular filter cartridge and water flow direction as mentioned on the filter cartridge.

➢ Pre-Carbon filter : Flush the Pre Carbon filter for 3-5 minutes. Now reverse tubing from input to output and flush for 3-5 
minutes. Now again connect to input of the cartridge and flush for 3-5 minutes.

➢ Sediment Filter  :  Remove the existing tubings. Connect the output of Pre Carbon filter to the input of the SF and flush for 
the 10 minutes. Connect the tubing as per actual.

➢ Post-Carbon filter : Now remove the output of the Post Carbon filter from UV and start the system and flush for the 3-5 
minutes. Now connect the output of UF to the output of the Post carbon filter and flush it for 3-5 minutes. Again connect 
the output of UF to input of Post Carbon filter and flush it for 3-5 minutes.

➢ After the Flushing of the device Install the device with all the tubing in place with QC fittings tightly and all the Water Circuit 
and Electrical Circuit in Place and good condition and charge the Device with power and water Supply.

6. Drain the tank two times.



Maintenance Of Filters & Replacement
• Steps for Servicing the Water Purifier.

1. Flushing of the Filter cartridge.

• Back Flushing need to be done on  External SF, Pre Carbon Filter ,Sediment Filter,Post Carbon Filter & Mineralizer Cartridge.
• Steps to Flush the Filter cartridge:

➢  External SF : Flush the External SF for 5 minutes.Now reverse the connection from input  to the output of Ext SF and flush 
for 10 minutes.Again connect to the input and flush for the 5 minutes.Then connect to the purifier.

•  Remove the back cover of the device.
•  Identify the particular filter cartridge and water flow direction as mentioned on the filter cartridge.

➢ Pre-Carbon filter : Flush the Pre Carbon filter for 5 minutes. Now reverse the connection from input  to the output of Pre CF 
and flush for 10 minutes. Now again connect again to input to the filter and flush for 5 minutes.

➢ Sediment Filter  :  Remove the existing tubings. Connect the output of Pre Carbon filter to the input of the SF and flush for 
the 5 minutes.Now reverse the connection from input  to the output of SF and flush for 10 minutes.Again connect to the 
input and flush for the 5 minutes.Connect the tubing as per actual.

➢ Post-Carbon filter : Now remove the output of the Post Carbon filter from UV and start the system and flush for the 5 
minutes. Now reverse the connection from input  to the output of Post CF and flush for 10 minutes. Now again connect 
again to input to the filter and flush for 5 minutes.

• After the Flushing of the device Install the device with all the tubing in place with QC fittings tightly and all the Water Circuit 
and Electrical Circuit in Place and good condition and charge the Device with power and water Supply.



Tank Cleaning
 Steps to clean the Water tank :

1.Turn OFF water supply & Power supply to the purifier. Drain the tank. Remove the back cover.

2.Remove the faucet .Unscrew Four screw at the back size of 
the main body to it take out from the main cover.

3.Unscrew two screws at the back side of main body to remove 
the tank cover.

4. Clean the tank with purified water.



Replacement of the Filter Cartridge
• Steps To replace the Filter cartridge

Turn OFF water supply and Power supply to Purifier. Drain the water from the tank.

➢ External SF :  Remove the tubings. Hold the housing and turn it anticlockwise with hand/wrench key to open the housing. 
Remove the used cartridge and replace it with new. Now put the housing back to the cap by screwing clockwise.Put back the 
tubings.

For replacement of any inline filter cartridge remove the back cover.

➢ Pre Carbon Filter/Sediment Filter/ Post carbon filter/UF Membrane: Identify the filter cartridge by the sticker labeled to it. 
Take it out from the C Clamp.Remove the tubings & QC fittings. Take a new filter cartridge, put it in the C Clamp and connect 
to the tubing and flush it as mentioned in the installation procedure. Then put back all tubings & QC fittings and turn ON the 
water supply and power supply and check for any leakage.Put back the back cover.

➢ RO Membrane : Remove the tubings and FRT. Open the housing cap by turn in anticlockwise by hand/wrench key. Remove 
the RO membrane from the housing. Take a new RO membrane and put it into the housing and put back the cap by 
screwing clockwise. Put back all tubings and FRT.

➢ UV System : To replace UV chamber remove tubings  and electrical connection to the UV chamber.Take a new UV Chamber 
and put it in the C clamp and connect tubings & electrical connections.

➢ Mineral Cartridge :  To replace mineral cartridge take out the main body from the front cover by unscrewing  four screws 
from the back side of the filter clamping tray and faucet. Remove the tubings & QC fittings. Take new cartridge and put back 
tubings & QC fittings. Put back the main body to the front cover and screw it and put faucet.



Replacement of the Component
1.Booster Pump

1. Turn OFF water supply & Power supply to the purifier. Drain the tank.

2.Remove the back cover. Remove the RO membrane from the C Clamp

3. Unscrew two screw at the bottom to take out the component mounting 
tray.

4. Remove the tubings and electrical connections to the Booster 
Pump.Unscrew four screw that mounting the booster pump to tray and 
remove it.

5. Take a new Booster Pump put on the mounting plate and screw it. Put tubing connection & electrical connection.

6. Insert the tray in the device and screw two screw at the bottom.

7. Put back the RO membrane to the C clamp.

8. Turn ON the water & power supply and check for the operation & leakage .

9. Put back the back cover.



2.Solenoid Valve

1. Turn OFF water supply & Power supply to the purifier. Drain the tank.

2.Remove the back cover. Remove the RO membrane from the C Clamp

3. Unscrew two screw at the bottom to take out the component mounting 
tray.

4. Remove the tubings and electrical connections to SV.Unscrew two screw from the bottom that mounting SV to the tray

5. Take a new SV put on the mounting plate and screw it. Put tubing connection & electrical connection.

6. Insert the tray in the device and screw two screw at the bottom.

7. Put back the RO membrane to the C clamp.

8. Turn ON the water & power supply and check for the operation & leakage .

9. Put back the back cover.



3.Filter Change Indicator/UV Choke

1. Turn OFF water supply & Power supply to the purifier. Drain the tank.

2.Remove the back cover. Remove the RO membrane from the C Clamp

3. Unscrew two screw at the bottom to take out the component mounting 
tray.

4. Remove the electrical connections from the Filter Change Indicator/UV Choke.

5. Take a new Filter Change Indicator/UV Choke put on the mounting plate and tie it . Put all electrical connection.

6. Insert the tray in the device and screw two screw at the bottom.

7. Put back the RO membrane to the C clamp.

8. Turn ON the water & power supply and check for the operation.

9. Put back the back cover.



1. Turn OFF water supply & Power supply to the purifier. Drain the tank.

2.Remove the back cover. Identify the LPS and remove the tubings & electrical connections.

5. Take a new LPS & Put tubing connection & electrical connection.

8. Turn ON the water & power supply and check for the operation & leakage .

9. Put back the back cover.

4. LPS



5. Tank Float Sensor

1.Turn OFF water supply & Power supply to the purifier. Drain the tank. Remove the back cover.

2.Remove the faucet .Unscrew Four screw at the back size of the main 
body to it take out from the main cover.

3. Identify the Float sensor and remove the electrical connections.

4. Unscrew two screws at the back side of main body to remove the tank cover.

5. Remove the tank cover. Take out the electrical switch from the float. Unscrew the nut to remove the float sensor.

6. Take a new Float sensor put it on the tank cover. Put all electrical connection.

7. Screw the tank cover. Insert the main body in the front cover and put back faucet.

8. Screw the main body to the front cover

9. Turn ON the water & power supply and check for the operation. Put back the back cover.



Troubleshooting 
   1. Water leakage
• In case of a water leak inside the purifier, turn off the water supply and unscrew the side panel cover of 

the purifier. 
• Remove the side panel cover for a deeper analysis of the root cause of the leak.

Possible Reasons 
Defect Cause Rectification

WATER 
LEAKAGE 

INSIDE THE 
PURIFIER

 1. Certain tubings inside are loosely connected.  Identify the loose tubing and tighten the connection. If 
the problem still persists replace the tubing.

 2. Certain connectors or tubings inside the 
purifier are damaged/defective.

 Identify the defective connector and replace it with a 
new one.

 3. The input/output connectors of the Filters/ 
RO Membrane housing/UV lamp/Booster   Pump 
housing are damaged/defective.

Identify which component has the defective connector 
and replace it with a new one. 

 4. The Solenoid valve manifold is 
damaged/defective.  Replace the entire solenoid valve. 

 5. The Water level sensor doesn't work (TANK 
OVERFLOW ISSUE) because of faulty electrical 
wiring connection or Defective float sensor.

 1. Check the electrical connections and connect it 
properly.
2.Check the Electrical float sensor if found defective 
replace it.



2. Device not responding

In case of the purifier not responding when the power is switched on, switch off the power supply and 
unscrew the back cover of the purifier. 
Remove the back cover for a deeper analysis.

Possible Reasons

Defect Cause Rectification

PURIFI
ER 

NOT 
RESPO
NDING

 1. Input water pressure is 
low. 

 Check the input water pressure using a pressure meter. If the  
pressure is lower than 4 PSI, an external booster pump must be 

connected before the purifier inlet to increase the water pressure. 
Have to recommend to consumer to buy a pre booster pump.

 2. Switch-Mode 
Power-Supply/ SMPS  is 

damaged/defective.

 Check for loose a electrical connection at the "Molex Terminals" 
of  the SMPS & Booster pump. Tighten the connections if 

necessary.
Check the 24V Dc supply at the output of the SMPS.If found 

defective replace it.

 3. The Booster 
Pump/Low-Pressure 

Switch/SV/float sensor is  
damaged/defective.

Check the power supply at particular component. If supply is 
available & component is not functioning then replace it.



3. Water Tank is filling very slow. Low permeate flow rate.

In case low permeate flow rate, switch off the power and water supply and unscrew the back cover of the 
purifier. 
Remove the back cover for a deeper analysis.

Possible Reasons

Defect Cause Rectification

HIGH 
TANK 

FILLING 
TIME

 1. Input water pressure is low. 

 Check the input water pressure using a pressure meter. If the  
pressure is lower than 4 PSI, an external booster pump must be 
connected before the purifier inlet to increase the water pressure. 
Have to recommend to consumer to buy a pre booster pump.

 2. Clogging of inline filter 
cartridges or RO membrane.

Check the flow rate at every stage of filter cartridge and replace the 
appropriate cartridge or RO membrane.

 3. Booster Pump is not 
pressurizing water effectively 
because of defect or deficit 
power supply. 

1.Check water flow and pressure at pump output. 
2.If not sufficient check the power supply(24V DC) to the pump.Check 
power supply and output power of SMPS.

3.If power supply is correct then change the defective booster pump.

4. Change in feedwater 
temperature

The RO membrane used in your unit is rated to produce its specified 
gallons of water per day at 77°F (25°C) and 60 psi.  Water production 
will decrease approximately 1.5% for each degree (F) that your 
incoming water is below 77°F.
About 2.7% water production will be decreased if water 
temperature is reduced by 1˚C.



Possible Reasons

No. Problem Cause Rectification

1 Electrical shock from 
the device.

1.Check the power cable is damaged or 
not.

2.Check the electrical wire connector is 
loose or damaged.

3.Ensure that electrical wire or connector 
is not wet.

1.Change the power adapter.
2.Connect the connector tightly.
3.Clean the wire and connector.

2 LED Indicator  is not 
working

1.Power supply is not connected.
2.SMPS is defective/damaged.
3.Multiplex connector is not connected or 
loosely connected.
4. Electrical wiring connection is not 
correctly connected
5.LED Indicator is defective/damaged.

1.Check the input power supply is ON
2. Ensure that multiplex connector is 
connected to LED connector
3.Check the 24V DC supply is coming from 
the SMPS.
4. Check the electrical wiring connection is 
proper or not.
5. Change the touch sensor / LED display.

3 Output Water TDS is 
very high.

1.R.O. Membrane is not in housing.
2.Pipe connection of filtered water & 
reject water is interchanged.

3.FRT is not connected or defective 
FRT/improper rated FRT.

4.Brine seal could be damaged.

1.Ensure that R.O. Membrane is present in 
housing.

2.Do proper tubing connection.
3.Connect the FRT to the reject of RO or 
Replace the FRT

4.Change RO membrane.



Possible Reasons

No. Problem Cause Rectification

4
Water tank is filling 
very fast. High water 
flow

1. Water flow circuit is not properly 
connected.
2.R.O. Membrane is not in housing.
3. Defective FRT.Rejection Rate is very 
low.
4. Pipe connection of filtered water & 
reject water is interchanged.

1.Connect the water flow circuit as per 
manual.

2.Put the R.O. Membrane in the housing.
3.Change the FRT with standard rating.
4.Correct the water flow conncetion.

5
Purification indicator 
is ON when there is 
no source water.

1.Faulty electrical wire connection
2. LPS is defective.

1. Correct the electrical wiring 
connections.
2. Change the LPS.

6
Alert sound is 
coming from the 
device.

1.Filter Change alert.
2.Electrical connection is Loose or 
disconnected from UV lamp.

3.UV fail alert.
4.Defective Filter Change indicator 
giving false alert.

5.Check electrical wiring connection.

1.Check the Filter Change Indicator if the 
indicator reading is close to Zero it is filter 
change alert.

2.Connect electrical connection to UV 
properly.

3.Check if UV is working or not by light 
reflecting from ends of the UV chamber. 
If UV is not working then change UV 
Chamber.

4.Change Filter change Indicator.
5.Make the proper electrical wiring 
connection as shown on the device.



Possible Reasons

No. Problem Cause Rectification

7 Rejection Rate is 
very high

1. Defective FRT
2. FRT rating is very high.

1.Check the rejection flow rate if is it as 
per rating or not. If found defective 
replace it.

2.Change FRT with standard rating.

8 UV is not working

1. Faulty electrical wiring diagram or 
loose electrical connections to UV 
system.
2. UV choke is not getting 24V DC power 
supply.
3. Defective UV Choke.
4. UV lamp failed.

1. Correct the wiring connection & 
tighten the electrical connectors.
2. Check the power supply at UV choke.
3 Replace the UV choke.
4 Replace UV barrel.



Thanks!


